
23 November 10 Meeting 

Fourteen members attended our November build meeting.  They included David 
Anderson, Jerry Hall, Bill & Barbara Paul, David Von Almen, Jay Barfoot, Ron 
Wetmore, John Clay, Bruce Radebaugh, Dick Howze, Fred Horky, Greg Steinke Louis 
Beverly and Charlie Johnson.  While down from previous meetings, it was quite 
productive since nearly everyone brought something to work on. 

  

 



 

 

Barbara was working on an M4 Sherman, continuing the armor theme from a couple of 
build meetings ago.  John Clay was more than willing to offer her his expertise on such 
subjects.  In fact both, along with Bill, spent a bit of time looking for a couple of parts 
that tried to escape.  They were found and ceremoniously glued to the model 



 

And no, she didn’t bring enough for everyone 

 

Of course, John was still working on his Tamiya 1/35 M4 Sherman  



  

 

Bill was there with his carved wooden Fairey Battle in 1/48 scale.    



  

Notice Barbara had enough for Bill 

Louis was there working on his modified M-113. 

  



 

Bruce was showing Greg and Ron some of the modifications he’d made to his 1/32 F-4 
Phantom. 

 

 



   

Greg was still working on his Hellcat and Corsair and started decaling his A-1 Skyraider 
too: all both are Hasegawa and 1/72 scale. 

 



 

 

Ron wasn’t working on anything but he did bring in a couple of modeling DVDs and a 
Flak 88 kit he’d gotten a great deal on.  Later, he found out why it was a great deal:  all 
the directions are in Japanese!  He’s currently looking for a translator. 



 

Charlie brought in his next project: a helicopter of course.   It’s an Army Snake. 

 

Jerry was there building a 1/72 scale Hasegawa T-34B Mentor.  Jerry had to venture out 
of 1/48 for this one because he couldn’t find a T-34 very easily in his preferred scale. 



 

  

Finally, Tod was there with his Blackburn Roc.   For a limited run kit with a bad fit 
reputation, he sure was making it look good. 



 

 

 That's about it.  It was a very good meeting.  We all had a good time and wrapped up 
around 9:15 PM.  If you haven’t made it to one of the build meetings, I highly encourage 
you to do so.  It really is a lot of fun.  Take care! 

  


